How to Make Our Family Box & Our Neighbor Box

To make Our Family Box and Our Neighbor Box, you’ll need two containers.

You can use cardboard boxes, plastic or fabric storage bins, wooden crates, baskets, or another type of container that you might have at home. Select boxes that will be big enough to store the items your family will be saving and sharing.

Working together, decorate each container using supplies you have at home like construction paper, leftover gift wrap, ribbons, stickers, fabric, foam cut-outs, felt pieces, markers, crayons, paint, glue, and tape.

You can also use the designs and labels from Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood attached to this instruction sheet to help decorate your boxes.

Label one box “Our Family Box” and the other “Our Neighbor Box.”

Keep the boxes where you and the children can see them. Make them an integral part of your home. If you see them regularly, your family is more likely to use them.

Enjoy spending time giving and receiving as a family!

For more Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood information, visit pbskids.org/daniel
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Create your own cut-out!